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RESOLUTION

CRUZ, J.

This resolves the (1) Prosecution's Petition for Certiorari dated
14 January 2013; and (2) Opposition to the Petition for Certiorari
dated 25 March 2013 filed by private respondents Eduardo G.
Alicaba, Sr., Eduardo T.Alicaba, Jr., Cecilio P. Sanchez, and Nelson
T.Alicaba (hereinafter collectively referred to as private respondents
for brevity).

In its Petition for Cettioreti.' the prosecution seeks the reversal
of the Decision- dated 01 October 2012 and the Order" dated 23

1 Records, pp. 8-25
2 Records, pp. 26-44
3 Records, pp. 45-47
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October 2012 of the Regional Trial Court (RTC), Branch 29, Toledo
City, Cebu in Criminal Case No. TCS-5837, acquitting 4 private
respondents of the crime of Murder, defined and penalized under
Article 248 of the Revised Penal Code (RPC), and denyinq" the
prosecution's Motion for Reconsideration, respectively. The
prosecution argues that the RTC erred in disregarding eyewitness
Allan S. Egloria's (hereinafter "Egloria") positive and categorical
identification of herein private respondents as perpetrators of the
crime, asserting that the alleged inconsistencies in Egloria's
testimony only referred to minor details which did not impair his
credibility. The prosecution insists that Egloria's positive statements
proved private respondents' guilt beyond reasonable doubt.
Furthermore, the prosecution emphasizes that no controverting
evidence were presented to disprove its claims. Thus, the
prosecution concludes that the RTC committed grave abuse of
discretion amounting to lack or excess of jurisdiction when it
rendered the judgment of acquittal in favor of private respondents.

Private respondents opposed 6 the prosecution's petition,
stating that the filing thereof places them under double jeopardy.
Private respondents also aver that the. petition was belatedly filed.
Private respondents explain that the prosecution's Motion for
Reconsideration filed before the RTC was a pro forma motion for not
stating the required timeliness in the filing thereof, and as a pro
forma motion it did not toll the running of the period in which to file
the petition. Private respondents maintain that the period to file the
petition must be reckoned from the date of receipt of the decision;
therefore when the prosecution filed its "Urgent Motion for Extension
of Time to File Petition,"? as well as the instant petition, it was already
filed out of time. Private respondents further declare that there was
no valid excuse to justify the prosecution's motion for extension of
time. Finally, private respondents contend that the said motion did
not contain the required notice of hearing, and as such it is just a
mere scrap of paper and it should not be entertained by this Court.

The prosecution's petition is without merit.

A review of the records confirms that prior to the filing of the
instant petition, the prosecution filed an "Urgent Motion for Extension
of Time to File Petition." As a general rule, a petition for certiorari
must be filed strictly within 60 days from notice of judgment or from

4 Records, p. 44
5 Records, p. 4?
6 Records, pp. 53-58
7 Records, pp.1-J
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the order denying a motion for reconsideration." This is pursuant to
the amendments introduced by A. M. No. 07-7-12-SC9 where no
provision for the filing of a motion for extension to file a petition for
certiorari exists. 10 Nevertheless, jurisprudence states that the
deletion of the provision in Rule 65 of the Rules of Court pertairnnq
to extension of time did not make the filing of such pleading
absolutely prohibited. 11 Thus, in the absence of a prohibition,
motions for extension of the 60-day period may be allowed under
exceptional cases, subject to the courts' sound discretion."

Some of the recognized exceptions to the strict application of
the 60-day period rule are enumerated as follows: (1) most
persuasive and weiqhty reasons; (2) to relieve a litigant from an
injustice not commensurate with his failure to comply with the
prescribed procedure; (3) good faith of the defaulting party by
immediately paying within a reasonable time from the time of the
default; (4) the existence of special or compelling circumstances; (5)
the merits of the case; (6) a cause not entirely attributable to the fault
or negligence of the party favored by the suspension of the rules; (7)
a lack of any showing that the review sought is merely frivolous and
dilatory; (8) the other party will not be unjustly prejudiced thereby; (9)
fraud, accident, mistake or excusable negligence without appellant's
fault; (10) peculiar legal and equitable circumstances attendant to
each case; (11) in the name of substantial justice and fair play; (12)
importance of the issues involved; and (13) exercise of sound
discretion by the judge guided by all the attendant circumstances."
In relaxing the rules and allowing an extension, it is incumbent upon

8 Cesar Naguit vs. San Miguel Corporation, 759 SCRA 535, (2015), p. 541
9 Section 4, Rule 65 of the Rules of Court, as amended by A. M. No. 07-7-12-SC, reads:

"SEC. 4. When and where to file tile petition. - The petition shall be filed not later than
sixty (60) days from notice of the judgment, order or resolution. In case a motion for
reconsideration or new trial is timely filed, whether such motion is required or not, the
petition shall be filed not later than sixty (60) days counted from the notice of the denial of
the motion.

If the petition relates to an act or an omission of a municipal trial court or of a corporation,
a board, an officer or a person, it shall be filed with the Regional Trial Court exercising
jurisdiction over the territorial area as defined by the Supreme Court. It may also be filed
with the Court of Appeals or with the Sandiganbayan, whether or not the same is in aid of
the court's appellate jurisdiction. If the petition involves an act or an omission of a quasi-
judicial agency, unless otherwise provided by law or these rules, the petition shall be filed
with and be cognizable only by the Court of Appeals.

In election cases involving an act or an omission of a municipal or a regional trial court,
the petition shall be filed exclusively with the Commission on Elections, in aid of its
appellate jurisdiction"

10 Cesar Naguit vs. San Miguel Corporation, 759 SCRA 535, (2015), p. 541
11 Id.
12 Id.
13 Cesar Naguit vs. San Miguel Corporation, 759 SCRA 535, (2015), p. 542
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the party invoking liberality to advance a reasonable or meritorious
explanation for failing to file the petition for certiorari within the 60-
day period." This is so because the relaxation of procedural rules
may be allowed only when there are exceptional circumstances to
justify the same." Moreover, it is the party who seeks exemption
from the application of a procedural rule who carries the burden of
proving the existence of exceptionally meritorious reasons
warranting such departure. 16 Here, this Court opines that the
prosecution's explanation that it still needs to secure certified true
copies of the RTC's assailed decision and order, hardly constitutes
an exceptionally meritorious reason to justify an extension of the 60-
day period in which to file its petition. Consequently, the
prosecution's failure to give an adequate explanation to merit a
lenient application of the said rule provides basis for not giving due
course to the petition.

This conclusion finds support in the case of Cesar Naguit vs.
San Miguel Corporation, citing Lanzaderas v.Amethyst Security and
General Services, Inc., to wit:

"xxx Although technical rules of procedure are not ends in
themselves, they are necessary, however, for an effective and
expeditious administration of justice. It is settled that a party who
seeks to avail of certiorari must observe the rules thereon and non-
observance of said rules may not be brushed aside as "mere
technicality." While litigation is not a game of technicalities, and that
the rules of procedure should not be enforced strictly at the cost of
substantial justice, still it does not follow that the Rules of Court may
be ignored at will and at random to the prejudice of the orderly
presentation, assessment and just resolution of the issues.
Procedural rules should not be belittled or dismissed simply
because they may have resulted in prejudice to a party's substantial
rights. Like all rules, they are required to be followed except only for
compelling reasons. XXX"17

It bears stressing that no one has a vested right to file an appeal
or a petition for certiorari. 18 These remedies are mere statutory
privileges which may be exercised only in the manner prescribed by
law."

14 Waterfront Cebu City Hotel, Inc., and Marco Protacio vs. IIdebrando Ledesma, 754 SCRA 400, (2015),
p.409
15 Waterfront Cebu City Hotel, Inc., and Marco Protacio vs. IIdebrando Ledesma, 754 SCRA 400, (2015),
p.413
16 Id.
17 Cesar Naguit vs. San Miguel Corporation, 759 SCRA 535, (2015), p. 544
18 Id.
19 Id.
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In any case, even if the instant petition is decided on its merits,
it will still be dismissed considering that the contentions therein raise
issues which are outside of its coverage, like the correctness of the
RTC's evaluation of the evidence as well as the credibility of the
witnesses. The case of Oennis T Vil/areal vs. Consuelo C. Aliga,
citing the case of People v. Sandiganbayan, is instructive:

"xxx A judgment of acquittal may be assailed by the People in a
petition for certiorari under Rule 65 of the Rules of Court without
placing the accused in double jeopardy. However, in such case, the
People is burdened to establish that the court a quo, in this case,
the Sandiganbayan, acted without jurisdiction or grave abuse of
discretion amounting to excess or lack of jurisdiction. Grave abuse
of discretion generally refers to capricious or whimsical exercise of
judgment as is equivalent to lack of jurisdiction. The abuse of
discretion must be so patent and gross as to amount to an evasion
of a positive duty or virtual refusal to perform a duty imposed by law,
or to act in contemplation of law or where the power is exercised in
an arbitrary and despotic manner by reason of passion and hostility.
No grave abuse of discretion may be attributed to a court
simply because of its alleged misapplication of facts and
evidence, and erroneous conclusions based on said evidence.
Certiorari will issue only to correct errors of jurisdiction, and
not errors or mistakes in the findings and conclusions of the
trial court.

The nature of certiorari action was expounded in People v. Court of
Appeals (Fifteenth Div.):

x x x Certiorari alleging grave abuse of discretion is an extraordinary
remedy. Its use is confined to extraordinary cases wherein the
action of the inferior court is wholly void. Its aim is to keep the
inferior court within the parameters of its jurisdiction or to prevent it
from committing such a grave abuse of discretion amounting to lack
or excess of jurisdiction. No grave abuse of discretion may be
attributed to the court simply because of its alleged
misappreciation of facts and evidence. While certiorari may be
used to correct an abusive acquittal, the petitioner in such
extraordinary proceeding must clearly demonstrate that the lower
court blatantly abused its authority to a point so grave as to deprive
it of its very power to dispense justice.

/'

And further in First Corporation v. Former Sixth Division of the Court
of Appeals:

It is a fundamental aphorism in law that a review of facts and
evidence is not the province of the extraordinary remedy of
certiorari, which is extra ordinem - beyond the ambit of appeal. In
certiorari proceedings, judicial review does not go as far as to
examine and assess the evidence of the parties and to weigh
the probative value thereof. It does not include an inquiry as to
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the correctness of the evaluation of evidence. x x x It is not for
this Court to re-examine conflicting evidence, re-evaluate the
credibility of the witnesses or substitute the findings of fact of the
court a quo. XXX"20 (emphasis ours)

WHEREFORE, premises considered, the prosecution's Petition
for Certiorari dated 14 January 2013 is hereby DISMISSED for lack
of merit.

SO ORDERED.

NA 0 P. CRUZ
Associate Justice

BAYA I JACINTO
Ass ciate Justice

20713 seRA 52. (2014). pp. 68-70


